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Today I visited Rusk at his request. 

Rusk said that the U.S. government greatly appreciated the assistance the Soviet 

government had provided at its own initiative in the Oswald case by instructing the embassy to 

turn over copies of the correspondence between its consular section and Oswald and his wife in 

the 1962-1963 period. The U.S. government would be grateful if the Soviet government made 

available any additional information it has about Oswald during his stay in the Soviet Union from 

1959 through 1962. The Warren Commission investigating the Oswald case has expressed in this 

connection a number of desiderata, which are appended to the note from the Secretary of State. 

When handing over this note along with a copy of the letter from the chairman of the 

Warren Commission, Rusk stressed that this request was confidential and that they realized its 

somewhat unusual nature, but they were guided by the gesture of good will manifested at the very 

beginning by the Soviet government. Of course, Rusk added, we are referring only to information 

in the hands of the Soviet authorities, because in certain areas (as the U.S. side understands) the 

Soviet side may not have it. Rusk noted as if in oassinp that during the Warren Commission’s 

preliminary work a lot of data had come to light indicating Oswald’s great mental instabilirv 



[Translator’s note: in the Russian text, it appears that the word “psychological” has been 

overtyped by the word “mental.“], and that the same data mieht be available in the Soviet Union 

when Oswald lived there. 

He went on to remark that for example, an American tourist who visited Oswald in the 

Soviet Union (in 1959, it seems) found him half-conscious in his room (“either he was drunk or 

having a fit, we don’t know for sure,” Rusk said, “since it was very fragmentary information I 

received a good deal later.“) 

In conclusion, Rusk re-emphasized the confidential nature of the request to the Soviet 

government and expressed the hope that it would correctly understand the reasons for this 

request. 

(The text of the note and a copy of Warren’s letter will be sent in a separate telegram.) 

Before my depature, Rusk inquired if there was any new information from Moscow 

regarding the release of the U.S. airmen. I replied in the negative. As he was taking leave, Rusk 

noted in a half-jocular tone that the day before, when he was speaking at a congressional hearing 

(on a different issue altogether), one congressman, a member of that commission, called Rusk an 

“appeaser” for his Sunday press conference. I answered Rusk in the same vein that apparently 

said gentleman from Congress had not been particularly convinced by Rusk’s presentation of the 

facts of the matter. Rusk just replied that during the press conference he had made every effort to 

stop the press from sensationalizing this incident. 

On the way back from Rusk, my escort Mr. Guthrey [?], head of the State Department’s 

Soviet desk, called my attention to the “good” editorial in the Washington Post about the incident 

with the PB-66 aircraft, intimating that the State Depanment had a hand in the affair (the article 

was transmitted over the TASS line). However, Guthrey [?] refrained From any further remarks 

about the matter. 

The embassy is now getting a fairly large number of telephone calls from newspapers and 

agencies concerning the exact date of the airmen’s release. On the who!e, the tenor of the 

commentaries and responses in the U.S. in regard to Rusk’s statement about the Soviet side’s 

intention to return the airmen is generally favorable to us. 

March 24, 1964 

A. Dobrynin 
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